
Durable Outdoor Expert:

Integration Thermal Printer GeBE-COMPACT Plus

Germering, 29th September 2015. GeBE Elektronik und Feinwerktechnik GmbH now introduces a durable outdoor 

expert into its product portfolio, the GeBE-COMPACT Plus. GeBE has equipped the printer component with a 

focus on deployment within ticketing machines. Here protective measures for mechanics and electronics are 

especially important. Thanks to high tolerance for humidity and temperature, adverse weather conditions are no 

threat to the printers reliability. Operational environmental conditions can include hot and humid +70°C or frosty 

-20°C. In either case, the printer delivers consistent print results. Additionally, a wide range of acceptable 

operating voltages from 10 to 26 Volt, allows for grid independent solar operation. GeBE realizes customer 

specific adaptations starting at small order volume.

Robustness demonstrated 

GeBE has tested the Kiosk printer COMPACT Plus under extreme conditions. At 60°C and 90% relative humidity,  

no condensation and using appropriate paper,  the long term test yielded consistent quality.  Additional tests 

confirmed the robust mechanical design as well the quality electronics of the printer. At 12V operating voltage, 

GeBE printed over 200.000 tickets non-stop. Under normal operating conditions, this kiosk printer will certainly 

hold its own. The GeBE-COMPACT Plus is available with an optional variable paper roll holder, which makes the 

printer fit into nearly any ticketing machine. Moreover, features like a presenter as well as a ticket output spout, 

contribute to output reliability. 

Additional Information under: www.gebe.net/compactplus
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About GeBE:

For several decades GeBE Elektronik und Feinwerktechnik GmbH has been a well known partner for input and 

output  devices  and  micro  processor  systems  in  the  industry.  The  GeBE  product  offering  includes  thermal 

printers, HMI devices and key boards of various designs. Through a proven DIN EN 9001:2008 certified quality 

system and many years of manufacturing experience, GeBE has built a large OEM customer base - especially in 

the field of small and medium volume series. GeBE manufactures sub-assemblies as well as complete devices. 

GeBE implements customer specific solutions simply quick and cost effective starting at small order volume. 
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